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Technical Application 

 

Purpose in Reviewing Data 
Student and employee data are entered in APSCN Special Education Module. The data you entered 
into APSCN is pulled into MySped Resource. MySped Resource application provides the opportunity 
to review, verify, and make corrections to the data to ensure accurate federal reporting. 

 
LEA Supervisors may use the following procedures to check for any errors, omissions, and/or 
discrepancies in their district’s data. This manual provides step-by-step instructions and examples of 
various data review methods. 

 
To efficiently review data, it is helpful to first understand the federal reporting requirements and the 
related data fields. For more information on the federal reporting requirements, please refer to the 
State Performance Plan (SPP) and the Annual Performance Review (APR) at  
https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/special-education/data-research/public-reporting. 
 
Data Dictionaries, which contain detailed information on all of the federally required data fields, are 
also available on the internet at https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/special-education/data-
research/data-dictionaries 
 

Possible Reasons for Making Changes in Data 
1. Updates are needed to reconcile between the reporting period ended and APSCN submission 
2. Data entry typos when keying in APSCN Special Education Module 
3. Inaccurate coding when keying in APSCN Special Education Module 
4. Formulas or glitches in the programming 
5. Data not transferring correctly from APSCN to MySped 

 
Access to MySped Database for Review: 

1. Go to Arkansas Special Education website: https://arksped.ade.arkansas.gov/ 
2. Click on MySped Resource near the flashing red arrow, top right corner of screen 
3. Type in User ID and Password and click on ‘Sign-In’ 

 
Tips for Navigating the Application 

• Use the Tab key or the mouse to navigate through the fields 

• Data entry format is mm/dd/yyyy. 

• Press SAVE before exiting the individual student screen. Look for message in red at top 
of screen (Success! Data has been saved) to verify data has been saved. If the data 
did not save, the message will state the related problem. Correct the data as indicated 
in the message and press SAVE before exiting the screen. 

 

Printing Data for Review 
You may find it helpful to copy and print your district’s data from MySped Resource. This allows you 
to work from a hard copy, distribute data for verification, and save a backup of your data. There are 
two different methods to extract and save data from MySped Resource: the copy and paste method 
and the export to Excel method. 

https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/special-education/data-research/public-reporting
https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/special-education/data-research/data-dictionaries
https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/special-education/data-research/data-dictionaries
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How to Copy and Paste Student Lists from MySped 
1. Open up a blank/new Word document or Excel spreadsheet 
2. Go back to MySped and sort student list as needed 
3. Left click inside the blank space/column above the first student notepad. 
4. Hold down left mouse button and drag arrow pointer on mouse to bottom of student list. 

All records should be highlighted. 
5. Right click on mouse anywhere inside student list or highlighted area 
6. Choose Copy 
7. Go to open Word or Excel document (click on appropriate tab at bottom of computer 

screen) 
8. Choose ‘Edit’ on menu bar at top of screen 
9. Choose ‘Paste’ 
10. Save document and distribute to desired person to verify students 

 
Save, Sort, and Review in Export to Excel 

  
 

Click on the ‘Export to Excel’ button at the bottom of the screen. This lists all the students and all 
the fields. Once you have saved the Excel file to your computer, open the file to create a list to 
sort and filter. Note that the file will download as ‘Excel Report’ and needs to be renamed. 
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Create a List to Sort and Filter 
1. Click on the box in the top left corner 
2. Click on Row 5 to highlight the row 
3. Select the Data Tab on the menu bar ABOVE Spreadsheet. 
4. Choose the filter option 

5 
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5. “Deselect” the Select All option. 
6. Choose the field you wish to search for. 
7. Identify the needed changes. 

 
 

Any changes that are identified need to be 
made in the individual student or employee 
data in MySped. Making corrections in the 
Excel worksheet will NOT make automatic 
changes to MySped. 

 
 

Correcting the Data 
Once you have completed the review process 
using MySped Resource, you will need to make 
any necessary corrections. Make corrections and 
updates in three possible places: 
• Update MySped to report accurate data; 

• Update eSchool to maintain accurate data; 
and, 

• Update your own personal file for record 
keeping and backup. We recommend you use 
the export to Excel function to save your own Excel file. This allows you to refer to your data at 
anytime and serves as a backup file in the event of technical difficulties. Remember, when you 
are reviewing in Excel, any corrections will need to be made in the individual student or employee 
application in MySped and possibly APSCN. 
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CYCLE 7 – Reviewing Student Data in MySped 
 

Overview 
Special Education student data in MySped Resource is the data pulled from APSCN Special 
Education Module. The data should include student information from July 1 to June 30 for the 
fiscal year. In order to ensure accurate data has been entered and pulled correctly, the following will 
serve as a guide to review specific areas required for Cycle 7 federal reporting. 

• Review period: MySped will be open the Month of September 

• The data for review in MySped is the data you entered in APSCN. Any data you entered as of 
June 15th is the data that is reported for Cycle 7. 

Note: Any new action taken between June 16th and June 30th will have to be added in MySped, in 
addition to changes made to accurately reflect the reporting period from July 1st to June 30th. 

 
The areas to review are in the Student Menu: 

1. Referral Tracking 
2. Discipline 
3. School Age Exits 
4. Early Intervening Services 

 
Student Application Quick Review 
Instructions in how to view the student data and make changes are outlined below. These main 
instructions to add, delete, exit, and save student data apply to all applications in MySped. 

 
Procedures to Add, Delete, and Edit 
1. Click on ‘Students’. 
2. Click on drop-down menu, ‘School Age-Cycle 7’ then ‘Entry – School Age’. 

 

 
 

3. Add students as necessary by clicking ‘Add Student’ located at the bottom of your student list. 
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4. Delete students by clicking red X to the left of their name. 
 

 

5. To edit, use small notepad at the left of the red X to go into individual student’s data. 
6. Make necessary changes in each field. Refer to the School Age Data Dictionary for more 

detailed information on each field located at our website: 
http://www.arkansased.gov/divisions/learning-services/special-education/data- 
research/training-material/data-dictionaries 

 

http://www.arkansased.gov/divisions/learning-services/special-education/data-research/training-material/data-dictionaries
http://www.arkansased.gov/divisions/learning-services/special-education/data-research/training-material/data-dictionaries
http://www.arkansased.gov/divisions/learning-services/special-education/data-research/training-material/data-dictionaries
http://www.arkansased.gov/divisions/learning-services/special-education/data-research/training-material/data-dictionaries
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7. Save any updates before exiting 
8. Check message that data is saved successfully. 
9. Exit takes you back to the list of students. 

 
How to Copy and Paste Student Lists from MySped 

1. Open up a blank/new Word document or Excel spreadsheet 
2. Go back to MySped and sort student list as needed 
3. Left click inside the blank space/column above the first student notepad. 
4. Hold down left mouse button and drag arrow pointer on mouse to bottom of student list. All 

records should be highlighted. 
5. Right click on mouse anywhere inside student list or highlighted area 
6. Choose Copy 
7. Go to open Word or Excel document (click on appropriate tab at bottom of computer 

screen) 
8. Choose ‘Edit’ on menu bar at top of screen 
9. Choose ‘Paste’ 
10. Save document and distribute to desired personnel to verify students 

 
Additional Tools for Data Review 
Four options are available for you to sort and review data for accuracy: the MySped Resource Drop- 
down Menus, the Column Sort, the Export to Excel, and the MySped Resource Student Reports. 

 

1. MySped Resources Drop-down Menus 
Drop-down menus are located above the student list: You may view the data on the MySped 
screen by choosing one of the sections listed. Click ‘Get Data.’ For examples in what and how 
to review, see individual areas of Referral Tracking, Discipline, Exits, and Early Intervening. 

 
2. MySped Resource Column Sort 
Click on the heading you want to sort all students (Last Name, SSN, State ID or Age). 

 
3. Save, Sort, and Review Using Export to Excel 
This lists all the students and all the fields. Instructions for sorting in Excel are provided on 
page 4 and following each reporting section. All areas to review for Cycle 7 will be explained. 

 
4. MySped Resource School Age Reports 
In addition to sorting in MySped and through Export to Excel, reports need to be reviewed and 
cross-checked to verify accurate student data for each student. The reports are located under 
the Student menu as indicated in each reporting section. The reports assist in verifying and 
cross-checking the number of children for the various sections listed in the reports. 
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Referral Tracking - Cycle 7 Application 
 

1. Click on ‘Students.’ 
2. Click on drop-down menu → Referral Tracking – Cycle 7 then Entry – Referral Tracking. 

 

 
 

Additional Tools for Data Review 
 

1. MySped Resources Drop-down Menus 
You may view School Age students and their data on the MySped screen by choosing Grade, 
Race, or Invalid data. Use the drop-down menu for the particular data you wish to view. Click on 
‘Get Data’ to sort it. 
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By Grade - example 
a. Select School Age to separate from Preschool (for districts with EC programs). 
b. View separate grades to check against own records 

By Race - example 
a. Are all races correct? 

By Invalid - example 
a. Select DOB/Age to view any students that may appear due to invalid 

coding/entry 
 

2. MySped Resource Column Sort 
The list of students is initially sorted by SSN. You may want to sort by Last Name in order to 
locate a particular child. 

 
3. Save, Sort, and Review Using Export to Excel 
Click on the ‘Export to Excel’ button at the bottom of the screen. This lists all the students and 
all the fields for referral tracking. It is highly recommended you save the Excel sheet to your 
computer as a backup for Cycle 7. 

 
Once you have saved the Excel file to your computer, open the file. 

1. Left click mouse button in the cell on Column A, Row 5 (A5). This should be SSN header. 
2. Press ‘Ctrl A’ on keyboard. This should highlight all records. 
3. Select ‘Data’ on the menu bar above your spreadsheet. 
4. Select first option of ‘Sort’ on the menu. 
5. Select the appropriate heading for how you want it sorted in the ‘Sort by’ drop-down menu. 

Make sure ‘Header row’ button is checked. Press OK. 
6. Any changes that are identified need to be made in the individual student/employee data in 

MySped. Making corrections in the Excel worksheet will NOT make automatic changes 
to MySped. 

 
Referral Tracking - Areas to check in Export to Excel 

▪ Are all birth dates valid? All students should be 5-21 years old. 
▪ All other dates should follow a chronological order from Referral Date to Parent 

Consent to Evaluate Date to Evaluation Date to EDD Date to Parent Consent to 
Place Date (‘Sped Consent Date’). 

▪ Sort by ‘Eval Reason’ and ‘EDD Reason’ 
• For all 60-day timelines exceeded, is a reason included? 
• For all 30-day timelines exceeded, is a reason included? 
• For all reason coded ’OT’, is a specific reason clearly typed in? 

▪ ‘Referral Process Complete’ column should all say ‘Y’ and the ‘Reasons Why 
Complete’ column should all have a reason. 

▪ Sort by ‘Reasons Why Complete’ and verify accuracy. 
▪ Sort by ‘Sped Placement’ and verify: 

• All children placed are accurate and all necessary fields are complete 
• All children referred and not placed are accurate and all necessary fields 

are complete 
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4. MySped Resource School Age Reports 
Reports are located under ‘Entry - Referral Tracking’ in the Referral Tracking Application (see 
page 9.) Check the following reports against your own records to verify accuracy. 

 

• Report - SA Parent Consent to Evaluate 

Verify the total number of Parent Consents, the Eligibility Determination Date (EDD) total 
count, and the total number of students whom the 60 day timeline of Parent Consent to the 
Eligibility Determination Date were met or not met is accurate. 
• Report - SA by Race 

Verify the total number of students by race with those referred, those placed in Special 
Education, those referred to Early Intervening is accurate. 
• Report - EC Referral Complete Process 

‘Referral Process Complete’ column and ‘Student Count’ column: Review counts for 
students who have been entered as Referral Process was not complete and reconcile as to 
its accuracy. 

 

School Age Discipline - Cycle 7 Application 

Note: This data is pulled from APSCN Plus - student registration, not the Special Education 
Module. Hence, reviewing discipline is critical. Pay close attention to triggering components 
(number of children who have been suspended or expelled, action taken, and total number of 
days suspended) and work with your district to ensure accurate information is collected. 

1. Click on ‘Students.’ 
2. Click on drop-down menu → Discipline - Cycle 7 → Entry – Discipline 

 

 

3. Scan the student list for all students who were expelled. 
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4. Click on the notepad icon to edit all students expelled. 
 

 

5. Under ‘Expulsion Services’ report whether the student received services during the time the 
student was expelled. 

 
Note: The ‘Expulsion Services’ field is not pulled from Student Registration. This requires each 
district to enter the information for every student who has been expelled during the review 
process. 
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Additional Tools for Data Review 
 

1. MySped Resources Drop-down Menus 
You may view School Age students and their data on the MySped screen by choosing 
Disability, Infraction, Action Taken and/or Invalid data. Use the drop-down menu for the 
particular data you wish to view. Click on ‘Get Data’ to sort it. 

 

 
By Disability 

a. Sort by a particular disability for discipline 
 

By Infraction 
a. Sort by Infraction to identify particular students 

 
By Action Taken 

a. Verify the students by type of disciplinary action taken. 
Note: ‘Combined ‘Out-of-School Suspension AND Expulsion’ will sort students together 
in verifying the total number of children and total disciplinary removals (see ‘MySped 
Resource School Age Reports - Discipline, page 16). 

b. Verify the number of suspended days for both ‘In-School’ and ‘Out-of-school’ for 
the number of disciplinary incidents 

c. Verify the student was in Special Education at the time of the incident 
By Invalid  

a. Select DOB/Age, SSN, Action Taken, etc., to view any students that may appear 
due to invalid coding/entry. 

 

2. MySped Resource Column Sort 
The list of students is initially sorted by SSN. You may want to sort with any of the above 
mentioned categories to ensure the student’s disciplinary infraction and the action taken is 
accurate. 
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3. Save, Sort, and Review Using Export to Excel 
Click on the ‘Export to Excel’ button at the bottom of the screen. This lists all the students 
and all the fields for discipline. It is highly recommended you save the Excel sheet to your 
computer as a backup for Cycle 7. 

 
Once you have saved the Excel file to your computer, open the file. Refer to pictures on following 
page for further assistance. 

1. Left click mouse button in the cell on Column A, Row 5 (A5). This should be ID header. 
2. Press ‘Ctrl A’ on keyboard. This should highlight all records. 
3. Select ‘Data’ on the menu bar above your spreadsheet 
4. Select first option of ‘Sort’ on the menu. 
5. Select the appropriate heading for how you want it sorted in the ‘Sort by’ drop-down menu. 

Make sure ‘Header row’ button is checked. Press OK. 
6. Any changes that are identified need to be made in the individual student/employee data in 

MySped. Making corrections in the Excel worksheet will NOT make automatic changes 
to MySped. 

 
Sort in Export to Excel - Discipline 

• Sort by Action Taken - verify the student with the Action Taken is accurate 

• If Expelled, were Expulsion Services provide for the student? 

• Verify Incident Date with Entry/Withdrawal dates in Special Education 
module of APSCN. Was student receiving services at the time of the 
incident? Indicate ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in individual student screen (see page 12). 

• Sort by Last Name 

• Is number of Suspended Days for both In-school and Out-of-school for 
each student accurate? Partial days should be indicated by decimals (a 
half day suspension equals ‘.5’). 

 

4. MySped Resource School Age Reports - Discipline 
Reports are located under ‘Entry - Discipline’ in the Discipline Application (see page12.) Check the 
following reports against your own records and the district’s to verify accuracy. 

 
The totals represent students in districts ages 3-21. If your district has a 3-5 year preschool program, 
disciplinary data will be included in these reports. 

 
Report - Disability X Alternative Education Settings 

Verify the total number of children for each disability and the number of incidents of removals 
from Special Education setting to an Alternative Educational Setting is accurate. For 
clarification: 

• Number of Children Column - represented by student disability, an 
unduplicated count of the number of children that have been placed in an 
Alternative Learning Environment (ALE). 

• Number of Removals for Drugs, Weapons, and/or Serious Bodily 
Injury - represented, by student disability, the total number of times 
disciplinary actions taken involved being placed in an ALE. 
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Report - Disability X In/Out Suspensions/Expulsions 
Verify the total number of children for each disability who had Out-of-School Suspensions or 
Expulsions less than or equal to 10 days and greater than 10 days. Also, verify the total 
number of children for each disability who had In-School Suspensions less than or equal to 10 
days and greater than 10 days. 

 
▪ Sort the Excel file by SSN and then by Action Taken (Export to Excel 

instructions, page 15). 

 
Action Taken Code Definitions 

1 = In-School Suspension 7 = No Action 
2 = Out-of-School Suspension 8 = Alternative Learning 
3 = Expelled Environment 
4 = Expelled for Weapons 9 = Expelled for Drugs 
5 = Corporal Punishment 10 = Expelled for 
6 = Other Dangerousness 

 11 = Expelled for Dangerous 
 with Physical Injury 
 12 = Out-Of-School 
 Suspension with Physical 
 Injury 

 

Note: The ‘Out of School suspensions or Expulsion’ column in the report includes 
the Action Taken Codes highlighted for 2, 3, 4, 9 - 12. The ‘In-school Suspension’ 
column in the report is Action Taken Code highlighted for 1. 

 
▪ If the same student is indicated more than once, the number of ‘Suspended 

Days’ column has been added in the report file for each student if they have the 
codes 2, 3, 4, 9 - 12. 

• Check the student’s disability 

• Tally that student under column A or B, depending on 
the total of suspended days for out-of-school 
suspensions or expulsions. 

Note: Expulsions are always > 10 days 

• Place the tally at the appropriate disability in the 
report. 

• Add the tallies up for each disability 

• Compare with the count in each cell and reconcile 
differences. 

 
Report - Disability X Total Disciplinary Removals 

 

• Total Disciplinary Removals - Verify the total number of in-school and out-of-school expulsions 
by disability. This is a duplicated count of children totaling the number of disciplinary actions 
taken of in-school suspensions plus out-of-school suspension/expulsions. 
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▪ Sort the Excel file for discipline by primary disability - ‘Prds_Cd’ (Export to Excel 
procedures for sorting discussed on page15). 

▪ Add number of times an out-of-school or in-school suspension occurred for each 
disability from the Suspended Days column of the Excel sheet. Compare with 
report. 

▪ Reconcile differences. For example, was the incident duplicated accidentally - 
data entry error, etc. 

 

• Number of Children with Disciplinary Removals (1 day, 2-10 days, and >10 days) - By 
disability, verify the totals for each level of days that the number of children (unduplicated) 
were sanctioned with removal from classroom for a given number of days. 

▪ Sort the Excel file for discipline by primary disability - ‘Prds_Cd’ column and then 
by ‘Last Name’ (Export to Excel procedures for sorting discussed on page 15). 

▪ Add the total number of suspended days for each child. Keep a tally of all who 
were 1 day, 2-10 days or greater than 10 days. Compare with report. 

▪ Reconcile any differences. For example, was the incident duplicated accidentally 
- data entry error, etc. 

 

Note: The ‘Total Disciplinary Removals’ will not equal the total counts in ‘Number of 
Children with Disciplinary Removal’ columns. This is because the discipline can be 
duplicated in the number of times the student was reported for a disciplinary removal 
during the school year. Whereas, the number of children is the count of students who 
may have had more than one disciplinary removal. 
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School Age Exits - Cycle 7 Application 

Note: Reporting Exit data includes all school age students ages 14-21. Entering an accurate 
Exit Status code is critical to reporting. Please refer to the definitions of types of exits in the 
School Age Data Dictionary under ‘Entry/Withdrawal Screen’ section. 

 
1. Click on ‘Students.’ 
2. Click on drop-down menu → School Age Exits then Entry - School Age Exits 

 

 

Additional Tools for Data Review 
 

1. MySped Resources Drop-down Menu 
You may review School Age Exits data pulled from APSCN in MySped Resource screen 
by choosing Exit Status, Grade, Disability, or Invalid data for the particular data you 
wish to view. Click on ‘Get Data’ to sort it. 
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By Exit Status 
Note: Refer to School Age Data Dictionary for Exit Status definitions 

▪ Sort by Dropped Out, Graduated with a Certificate, and Graduated with Diploma, 
and Moved Known 

• Verify the students were appropriately and accurately coded as defined in 
School Age Data Dictionary. 

 
By Grade 

▪ Sort by Grade, particularly 12th grade and Nongraded 

• Pay particular attention to 12th graders. All students graded as 12th grade 
will be graduating or leaving the school system. 

• Nongraded students, in the 12th grade, are students that will be coming 
back the following year. 

Note: Students who were coded as 12th grade in student registration for Cycle 
4, December Child Count - will need to be changed to reflect 12th graders as 
Nongraded if they are returning the following year. Contact Jody Fields, IDEA 
Data Manager to change December 1 Child Count. 

 

By Disability 
▪ Sort by Disability to view those students ages 14-21 have been exited correctly. 

 
By Exit, Grade, and/or Disability 

▪ Combine sorting as needed 

• Verify all 12th graders are accounted for 

• Verify all graduates are accounted for 

• Verify all drop-outs are truly dropouts 

 
By Invalid 

 

a. Select DOB/Age, SSN, Exit Status, etc., to view any students that may appear 
due to invalid coding/entry. 

 
2. MySped Resource Column Sort 

The list of students is initially sorted by SSN. You may want to sort by Name to locate a 
particular child. Sort by Age to verify valid birth dates of ages 14-21. 

 
3. Save, Sort, and Review Using Export to Excel 

Click on ‘Export to Excel’ button at the bottom of the screen. This lists all the students and 
all the fields for school age exits. It is highly recommended you save the Excel sheet to your 
computer as a backup for Cycle 7. 

 
Once you have saved the Excel file to your computer, open the file. Refer to pictures on following 
pages for further assistance. 

1. Left click mouse button in the cell on Column A, Row 5 (A5). This should be SSN header. 
2. Press ‘Ctrl A’ on keyboard. This should highlight all records. 
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3. Select ‘Data’ on the menu bar above your spreadsheet 
4. Select first option of ‘Sort’ on the menu. 
5. Select the appropriate heading for how you want it sorted in the ‘Sort by’ drop-down menu. 

Make sure ‘Header row’ button is checked. Press OK. 
6. Any changes that are identified need to be made in the individual student/employee data in 

MySped. Making corrections in the Excel worksheet will NOT make automatic 
changes to MySped. 

 
School Age Exits in Export to Excel 

• Sort by Exit Status (‘Exit_CD’) 

o Verify the codes are appropriate and correct for each student 
o Verify the students in the 12th grade, are actually exiting the 

program. Change any student not intended to leave the program to 
Nongraded in MySped. 

Note: Students who were coded as 12th grade in student registration for Cycle 
4, December Child Count - will need to be changed to reflect 12th graders as 
Nongraded if they are returning the following year. Contact Jody Fields, IDEA 
Data Manager to change December 1 Child Count. 

 

• Sort by Age 

o Verify the birth dates and ages are valid - ages 14-21. 

4. MySped Resource Reports in School Age Exits 
 

• Report - Exiting X Disability & Age 
o Review the exit status for each disability with the age of the student 

to identify any discrepancies. 
o Review the exit status for all students with the age of the student. 

This is the last category of the report (‘All Disability/Ages’) 

• Report - Exiting X Race/Ethnicity 

o Verify the proportion of students for each race 
o Compare totals with the Disability & Age report (‘All Disability/Ages 

totals’) 
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Early Intervening Services - Cycle 7 Application 

Note: Reporting requirements in the EIS screen of APSCN should include all student’s whose 
EIS services are paid for using VI-B EIS set-a-side monies for the fiscal year. This may have been 
voluntary or involuntary as to whether VI-B monies were used. 

 
1. Click on ‘Students.’ 
2. Click on drop-down menu → Early Intervening – Cycle 7 then Entry –Early Intervening 

Services. 

 

 
Additional Tools for Data Review 

 
1. MySped Resources Drop-down Menu 
The list of students is initially sorted by SSN. You may want to sort by last name to search 
for a particular student. 

 
2. Save, Sort, and Review Using Export to Excel 
Click on the ‘Export to Excel’ button at the bottom of the screen. This lists all the students 
and all the fields you entered for early intervening services. It is highly recommended you 
save the Excel sheet to your computer as a backup for Cycle 7. 

 
Once you have saved the Excel file to your computer, open the file. Refer to pictures on following 
page for further assistance. 

1. Left click mouse button in the cell on Column A, Row 5 (A5). This should be ID header. 
2. Press ‘Ctrl A’ on keyboard. This should highlight all records. 
3. Select ‘Data’ on the menu bar above your spreadsheet 
4. Select first option of ‘Sort’ on the menu. 
5. Select the appropriate heading for how you want it sorted in the ‘Sort by’ drop-down 

menu. Make sure ‘Header row’ button is checked. Press OK. 
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6. Any changes that are identified need to be made in the individual student/employee 
data in MySped. Making corrections in the Excel worksheet will NOT make 
automatic changes to MySped. 

 
Early Intervening in Export to Excel 

 

The Excel program will be the primary avenue to review data thoroughly. Significant areas to sort 
and review: 

 

• Sort by SSN - verify each child’s history of services for the fiscal year. 

o Are ‘Service Descriptions’ accurate? 
o Do ‘Entry Dates’ have ‘Service Begin Dates’? 
o Do ‘Withdrawal Dates’ have corresponding ‘Service Type Ending’ dates? 

• Sort by ‘Grade’ level - you may want to view the students in each grade to verify 
those students who have received or are receiving services. 

• Sort by ‘Withdrawal Date’ - are students missing dates that should have been 
withdrawn? 

o For every withdrawal date, is there a service type ending date? 
o Verify the ‘Exit Status’ for each ‘Withdrawal Date’. 

• Sort by ‘Service Description’ - match with ‘Withdrawal’ and ‘Entry Dates’ 

o For each ‘Service Description’ is there an ‘Entry date’? 
o If there is a ‘Withdrawal Date’, is there a ‘Service End Date’? 

• Sort by ‘Race’ and by ‘Last Name’ 

o Verify the child has the same race for every time they are entered. 

3. MySped Resource School Age Reports - Early Intervening Services 
Reports are located under ‘Entry - Early Intervening Services’ in the Early Intervening 
Application (see page 25). Check the following reports against your own records. 

 

• Report -Student Count by Race: Verify the total number of students, for 
each race, that have received EI Services. 

 

• Report - Service Type by Race: Verify the total number of Service Types for 
each race. 


